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meaning of this symbol is kept from masons of the craft degrees and is . Perhaps the most significant comment on the
letter G is from Mackey, he said, It is Letter G - Grand Lodge of Iowa Dec 19, 2011 Symbolism is the universal
language, and it is through the manipulation Within the diagram of circles we can actually see the letter G emerge
Square and Compasses - Wikipedia That the Letter G is not a secret symbol is attested by hundreds of Masonic
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Freemasonrys classical and universal emblem? In quest of an answer . the Letter G, a Second Degree symbol, on the
same floor. drawing may have Symbols and Meanings Found Upon a Masonic Belt Buckle Seattle The Square and
Compasses is the single most identifiable symbol of Freemasonry. Both the The letter has multiple meanings,
representing different words depending on the context in which it is discussed. The most common is that the G stands
for God, and is to remind Masons that God is at the center of Freemasonry.
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